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On the Use of the “Southern Horizons Plate”  
(al-ṣafīḥa al-āfāqīya dhāt al-janūb)1 

Paul Kunitzsch 
Richard Lorch 

Abstract: In the following is edited an anonymous text, in twenty-one unnumbered 
chapters, on the use of the southern horizons plate, from a manuscript in Istanbul dated in 
Jumādā II 676/November 1277. The horizons plate is a drawing of the horizons engraved 
on one side of one of the plates of certain astrolabes. There existed —since the tenth cen-
tury AD as it seems— some literature on the construction of such plates and on their use, 
but it has not been studied so far. The twenty-one chapters found in the Istanbul manu-
script and edited here look rather like a fragment from a longer work. Most of the chapters 
describe astronomical applications of these plates, but some also their use for astrological 
purposes. 

Keywords: horizons plate (ṣafīḥa āfāqīya), astrolabe, declinations, altitude (Sun, stars), 
seasonal hours, ascendant, houses, arc of day (of a star).

The plate of horizons belongs to the domain of the astrolabe. It was, however, 
obviously not an astrolabe as such, but rather a construction engraved on one side 
of one of the plates of certain astrolabes.2 

There seem to have existed texts on the construction of the ṣafīḥa al-āfāqīya 
such as the one by Abū Ja‘far al-Khāzin (10th c. AD) cited by al-Bīrūnī,3 and 
Najm al-Dīn al-Miṣrī’s book on astronomical instruments (probably ca. 725–740 
H/1325–1340, edited in Charette 2003) gives i.a. a short technical description of 
the construction of the horizons plate in Chapter 26 (= p. 259f. of the English 
translation, p. 39 of the Arabic text).

1. The authors are grateful to Prof. Menso Folkerts and Dr. Benno van Dalen for their help in 
bringing this publication into its final form.

2. Cf. Charette 59f. (with two examples mentioned in note 32).
3. Sezgin VI, 190 (work no. 11).
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Charette (p. 60, note 34) also mentions some texts on the use of the horizons 
plate, al-‘amal bi-l-ṣafīḥa al-āfāqīya. Here he mentions first fragments ascribed to 
‘Alī b. ‘Īsā in MS London, BL Or. 5479, with reference to Sezgin VI, 144 note 1, 
where also some other manuscripts are mentioned, but with the author’s name in 
several variants, so that its authenticity is still dubious. Second, Charette mentions 
a similar risāla, in 64 chapters, in MS Oxford, Bodl. Marsh 663, pp. 115-126; this 
one is also listed in Sezgin VI, 285f., who also gives the titles of the first four chap-
ters of the first part; now, we happen to have paper copies of fols. 105r-107v of the 
London MS mentioned earlier, and here we see that obviously the content in the 
two manuscripts in Oxford and in London is identical; the titles of the first four 
chapters in MS London (fols. 105r–v) are identical with those in MS Oxford as 
cited by Sezgin. But the authorship of ‘Alī b. ‘Īsā is somehow uncertain: in MS 
Oxford the treatise is anonymous, in MS London the title of the text is slightly dif-
ferent: al-‘amal bi-l-ṣafīḥa al-āfāqīya al-jāmi‘a al-ma‘rūfa bi-l-āfāqīya, and the 
author, ‘Alī b. ‘Īsā, is explicitly mentioned. Third, Charette cites al-Sijzī’s treatise, 
in 120 chapters, in MS Damascus, Ẓāhirīya 9255; cf. Sezgin VI, 226 (work no. 6). 
Charette’s fourth, and last, quotation is a reference to al-Bīrūnī’s Istī‘āb. 

Now, recently we found in an Istanbul manuscript another, relatively short, text 
on the use of the horizons plate, of which we edit the Arabic text accompanied by its 
English translation below. The text is anonymous and relatively short, only 8 folios 
in the manuscript, in 21 (unnumbered) chapters, and therefore perhaps only a frag-
ment of some longer composition. The whole manuscript appears to be written by 
the same hand. At the end, on fol. 327r, the copyist states that the copying of all the 
texts in this manuscript was finished on 11 Jumādā II 676 (= 9 November 1277). 

The manuscript is Saray, Ahmet III, 3509. It contains seven texts, all on the 
use of certain astronomical instruments. All its texts are listed by Krause (1936), 
except for the sixth one. We have a bound volume of paper copies of the MS, 
covering fols. 261r-327r, i.e. texts 2-7 in the manuscript. Here we give a short 
survey of the seven texts transmitted in MS Ahmet III, 3509: 
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(1) al-Ṣūfī, On the use of the astrolabe, 402 chapters, fols. 1-260; Krause p. 464 
(entry no. 138, work no. 5); Sezgin VI, 215 (work no. 2).4 

(2) Ḥāmid b. ‘Alī al-Wāsiṭī, On the use of the spherical astrolabe, Introduction (5 
chapters) and two Books (57 and 20 chapters), fols. 261r-281r; Krause p. 458 
(entry no. 76); Sezgin VI, 207. 

(3) Anonymous, On the use of the crab-shaped astrolabe, 23 chapters, fols. 282r-
295v; Krause p. 526, Anonymous no. 20; Sezgin VI, 289. 

(4) Anonymous, On the use of the southern horizons plate, 21 (unnumbered) 
chapters, fols. 296r-303r; Krause p. 526f., Anonymous no. 22; Sezgin VI, 288. 
This is the text that is edited below. 

(5) ‘Alī b. ‘Īsā, On the knowledge of the use of the Moon table and the eclipse box, 
9 chapters, fols. 304r-309v, which is followed by an (unnumbered) chapter 
“On the use of the ṣafīḥa āfāqīya”, fols. 309v-310v; Krause p. 447 (work no. 
2); Sezgin VI, 143f. (work no. 2). 

(6) Anonymous, On the use of the sine-quadrant, 24 chapters, fols. 311r-319v; 
not in Krause; Sezgin VI, 287. 

(7) Ni‘ma b. Aḥmad al-Zaydī, The dustūr-circle and its use, 18 chapters, fols. 
320r-327r; Krause p. 520f. (entry no. 23); Sezgin VI, 287. 

Our text in MS Ahmet III, 3509/4 was not mentioned or discussed in Charette’s 
book of 2003 (cf. the Index of Manuscripts Quoted, p. 394, where only 3509/3 is 
listed). 
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A”Ò ™” Å“ ⌘ÇÀ@

˙  Ø ⇣I KAø  ‡A�
 Ø –ÒJ⌦À @ ΩÀ  X ˙  Ø AÍ´A  Æ⇣KP@ ⇣ÈK⌦A  ́ ÒÎ  Y◆

�J  ⌧J⌦k AÍ´A  Æ⇣KP@  Y  g
�
A  J  Ø PAÓ  DÀ @  ≠í �

55 A  KX  P ˙G. Ò
 Jm.Ã'@  ≠í JÀ @ ˙  Ø ⇣I KAø  ‡@� AÍ´A  Æ⇣KP@ ⇣ÈK⌦A  ́  ·” AÍ J⌦” A  Jí⇣Æ  K ˙ÕA“ ⌘ÇÀ@  ≠í JÀ @

 êQ´ ÒÍ  Ø ˘⇣ÆJ. K⌦ ¯  YÀA  Ø ê  ·” ËA  JJ⌦ ⇣ÆÀ
�
@ ΩÀ  X Y™K. …ík A‘  Ø AÍ´A  Æ⇣KP@ ⇣ÈK⌦A  ́ ˙Œ´ AÍ J⌦”

Q⌘�ª
�
@ AÍ J⌦”  ·∫K⌦ ’À h. QJ. À @ Ω   Ø  ·” ˙ÕA“ ⌘ÇÀ@  ≠í JÀ @ ˙  Ø Å“ ⌘ÇÀ@ ⇣I KAø  ‡@� , Y J. À @

 ·” ˙G. Ò
 Jm.Ã'@  ≠í JÀ @ ˙  Ø ΩÀ  X  ‡Ò∫J⌦  Ø  ·�⌦J⌦ÀA“ ⌘ÇÀ@  ·�⌦™K. QÀ @  ·” Z˙Ê⌘Ö ˙  Ø AÍ´A  Æ⇣KP@ ⇣ÈK⌦A  ́  ·”

˙  Ø …J⌦÷œ @ ⇣ÈK⌦A  ́ XY´ ˙Œ´ ⇣ËXA  í™À@ ¯Q” A  J™  ì ÄÒ⇣Ø »Ò⇣Æ À  ·∫K⌦ ’À  ‡A�
 Ø  êP

�
B@

60 Òm⇢  ' ’Ê⌦
⇣Æ⇣JÇ” ° m⇢'. –ÒJ⌦À @ ΩÀ  X ˙  Ø Å“ ⌘ÇÀ@ …J⌦” XY´ …⌘J”  ·” A  Jk. Q  k ’Á⌘' ÄÒ⇣ÆÀ@

°  k ˙Œ´ AÍ™  í � ˙ ⇣Êk ⇣ËXA  í™À@ ©  ØQ  K ’Á⌘' ⇣È”C´ ºA  JÎ A  J“
✏
 ´ A  J  ™ K. A” ⌘IJ⌦m

 Ø ⇣ËXA  í™À@
A  J  ™ K. A” ⌘IJ⌦m

 Ø ÄÒ⇣ÆÀ@ Òm⇢  ' ’Ê⌦
⇣Æ⇣JÇ” °  k ˙Œ´ ⇣È”C™À@ Ω ⇣K  ·” ©k. Q  K ’Á⌘' PAÓ  DÀ @  ≠í �

. A  J  Æì A“ª AÓE. …“™K⌦ …J⌦÷œ @ ⇣Èík  ‡Ò∫⇣K XY™À@ ΩÀ  X …⌘J“J.  Ø

©  í � A  J”ÒK⌦ ®A  Æ⇣KP@ ⇣ÈK⌦A  ́
◆
B

�
@  ̈Q™  K , ⇣ÈJ⌦  K A”  QÀ @ ⇣HA´AÇÀ@ ⇣È  ØQ™” ˙  Ø [7] [299]

65  ·” ÄAJ⌦⇣ÆÀ @ ®A  Æ⇣KP@ XY´ …⌘J”  ·” ’Ê⌦
⇣Æ⇣JÇ” °  jK. h. Q

 m⇢  ' ’Á⌘' ÈJ⌦ ´ ⇣ËXA  í™À@ ¯Q”
45 ˙Œ™  Ø 1 ] ˙ÕA™  Ø MS 48  ·∫⇣K ]  ·∫K⌦ MS 55 AÍ J⌦” ] AÍ ⌘J” MS 59

⇣ËXA  í™À@ ] ËXA  J™À @ MS 60 A  Jk. Q  k ]

A  Jk. Qk@ MS 63  ‡Ò∫⇣K ]  ‡Ò∫K⌦ MS
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B@ ⇣ÈjJ⌦  ÆíÀ@

˙ ⇣Êk AÍ™  ØQ  K ’Á⌘' ⇣È”C´ ÈJ⌦ ´ A  J“
✏
 ´ AÓ  D” A  J  ™ K. A” ⌘IJ⌦j  Ø ⇣ËXA  í™À@ Òj K  ·�⌦J.Î@  X  ·�⌦ÉÒ⇣ÆÀ@

ÄÒ⇣ÆÀ@ Òj K ’Ê⌦
⇣Æ⇣JÇ” °  jK. ⇣È”C™À@  ·” ©k. Q  J  Ø XÒ™ K PAÓ  DÀ @  ≠í � °  k ˙Œ´ AÍ™  í �

…ø …™j.  J  Ø ÈK.  °  Æ⇣Jj J  Ø »Y™÷œ @ ®A  Æ⇣KPB@ ˘✏“Ç�⌦ XY™À@ ΩÀ  X  ‡A�
 Ø AÓ  D” A  J  ™ K. A” ⌘IJ⌦j  Ø

…ík A“  Ø ⇣HA´AÉ  ·” ⇣á�KA⇣ØX ÒÎ 4 ˙  Ø ÈK. QÂ î  � ÈK⌦ ’ ⇣ÊK⌦ ’À A” ⇣ÈJ⌦  K A”  P ⇣È´AÉ È  J” ÈK⌦
70 ÄÒ⇣ÆÀ@  ‡Aø  ‡@� PAÓ  DÀ @  ·” ⇣ÈJ⌦  ìA÷œ @ ⇣ÈJ⌦  K A”  QÀ @ ⇣HA´AÇÀ@ ˘Í  Ø AÎPÒÇª ⇣HA´AÇÀ@  ·” Ω™”

. È<À @ Z A ⌘É  ‡@� PAÓ  DÀ @  ≠í � Y™K.  ‡Aø  ‡@� È  J” ⇣ÈJ⌦⇣ØAJ. À @ 
�
@ PAÓ  DÀ @  ≠í � …J. ⇣Ø

 ·” ⇣ÈJ⌦  ìA” ⇣ÈJ⌦  K A”  P ⇣HA´AÉ A  JJ⌦¢´
�
@ @  X @� , ⇣ÈJ⌦  K A”  QÀ @ ⇣HA´AÇÀ@ …J. ⇣Ø  ·” ®A  Æ⇣KPB@ ˙  Ø [8]

⇣HA´AÇÀ@ Ω ⇣K ⇣I KAø  ‡@� ⇣HA´AÇÀ@ Ω ⇣K ®A  Æ⇣KP@ ’ª ’Œ™  K  ‡
�
@ A  KXP

�
@ È  J” ⇣ÈJ⌦⇣ØAK. 

�
@ PAÓ  DÀ @

˘⇣ÆJ. K⌦ A“K. A  J ‘´ I. K⌦  ·” AÎA  JJ⌦ ⇣ÆÀ
�
@ ⇣IÉ  ·” Q⌘�ª

�
@ ⇣I KAø  ‡@� AÓE. A  J“ ´ ⇣IÉ  ·” …⇣Ø

�
@

75 ˙Œ´ AÎA  J“Ç⇣Ø ⇣á�KA⇣ØX  ·” AÍ™”  ‡Aø A” 15 ˙  Ø hAjíÀ@ ⇣HA´AÇÀ@ H. QÂ î
 � A  K

�
@ ΩÀ  X

AÓ ⇣DK⌦AÓ  E Y  J´ ’Œ™⇣J  K ®A  Æ⇣KPB@ ÄÒ⇣Ø AÍ ⌘J” Y™K.
◆
AÉÒ⇣Ø ËA  J ™m.

 Ø ΩÀ  X A  J™‘g.  4 [  †299]
⇣È”C™À@ Ω ⇣K  ·” ’Ê⌦

⇣Æ⇣JÇ” ° m⇢'. h. Q
 m⇢  ' PAÓ  DÀ @  ≠í � °  k ˙Œ´ ⇣ËXA  í™À@ ©  í � ’Á⌘' ⇣È”C´

˙Œ´ AÓE⌦Q” ©  í � ˙ ⇣Êk ⇣ËXA  í™À@ [?] °m⇢  ' ’Á⌘' ⇣È”C´ A  J“
✏
 ´ ˘Ó ⇣D  K @ A” ⌘IJ⌦m

 Ø ⇣ËXA  í™À@ Òm⇢  '
⇣È“J⌦⇣Æ⇣JÇ÷œ @ †Ò¢ mÃ'@  ·” ⇣È”C™À@ Ω ⇣K ÈJ⌦ ´ ⇣I™⇣Ø A“Í‘  Ø –ÒJ⌦ À ®A  Æ⇣KPB@ ⇣ÈK⌦A  ́ …⌘J”

80 ®A  Æ⇣KP@  ‡Ò∫K⌦ XY™À@ ΩÀ  X …⌘J” ˙Œ™  Ø AÓ  D” A  J  ™ K. A” ⌘IJ⌦m
 Ø ÄÒ⇣ÆÀ@ Òm⇢  ' È™” A  Jk. Q  k

�
@

ËQJ⌦  ¢  � ˙  Ø @ÒK⌦ ˙ ⇣Êk Ω   ÆÀ @ PX ˙Œ´ ⇣È∫J. ⌘ÇÀ@ A  KPX
�
@ ’Á⌘' ⇣È”C´ ⇣I⇣ØÒÀ@ ΩÀ  X ˙  Ø Å“ ⌘ÇÀ@

ÒÍ  Ø ⇣ËQj. mÃ'@ Z @  Qk.
�
@  ·” ¯Q÷œ @ ©¢⇣Ø A‘  Ø È  J” ⇣ÈªQmÃ'AK. A  K

�
@YK. ¯  YÀ@ ⇣á  Ø

�
CÀ Å“ ⌘ÇÀ@ Z  Qk.

⇣HA´AÇÀ@  ·” ⇣HA´AÉ Z@  Qk.
�
@ ’ÊÑ⇣ÆÀ @  ·” h. PA

 mÃ'@  ‡Aø I. K⌦ ˙Œ´ ËA  J“Ç⇣Ø @  XA�
 Ø PAÓ  DÀ @ ÄÒ⇣Ø

. –ÒJ⌦À @ ΩÀ
 YÀ ⇣ÈJ⌦  K A”  QÀ @

85 PAÓ  DÀ @ ÄÒ⇣Ø  ≠í � ˙  Ø »Y™÷œ @ ®A  Æ⇣KPB@ H. QÂ î
 �  ‡

�
@ ÒÎ , Q  k

�
@ Èk. ÒK. Q�K @YÀ@ …‘´

. ˙ÕA™⇣K È<À @ Z A ⌘É  ‡@� Ω 
 ÆÀ @  ·” Q�K @YÀ @ ÒÍ  Ø h. Q  k A‘  Ø ê ˙Œ´ h. Q

 m⇢'⌦ A” ’ÊÑ⇣Æ  K
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⇣ÈJ⌦⇣ØA  Ø

�
B@ ⇣ÈjJ⌦  ÆíÀ@

’Á⌘' Y J. À @ ⇣á  Ø
�
@ ˙Œ´ Å“ ⌘ÇÀ@ Z  Qk. A  J™  ì Ω   ÆÀ @  ·” Q�K @YÀ @ A  J“ ´ @  X @� , ©ÀA¢À@ ⇣È  ØQ™” [9]

©ÀA¢À@ ÒÍ  Ø ⇣ÜQÂ⌘Ñ÷œ @ [300] ⇣á  Ø
�
@ ˙  Ø @ A‘  Ø Q�K @YÀ @ XY´  ·” A  J™” A” PY⇣ÆK. ¯Q÷œ @ A  JªQk

©  í � A  K A�
 Ø ©ÀA¢À@ AÍ J. ⇣Ø  ·” ’Œ™  K  ‡

�
@ A  KXP

�
@ PAÓ  DÀ @ ⇣ÈJ⌦⇣ØAK.

◆
AÉÒ⇣Ø Ω   ÆÀ @  ·” Q�K @YÀ @  ‡Aø  ‡@�

90 XY´ PY⇣ÆK. Ω   ÆÀ @ PX  ̈ C m⇢'. ¯Q÷œ @ ºQm⇢  ' ’Á⌘' ⇣ÜQÂ⌘Ñ÷œ @ ⇣á  Ø
�
@ ˙Œ´ Å“ ⌘ÇÀ@ Z  Qk. Q�⌦  ¢  �

…“™K⌦ Y⇣Ø , ©ÀA¢À@ ÒÍ  Ø h. QJ. À @ Ω   Ø Z @  Qk.
�
@  ·” ⇣ÜQÂ⌘Ñ÷œ @ ⇣á  Ø

�
@ ˙  Ø @ A‘  Ø ÄÒ⇣ÆÀ@ Ω ⇣K

 ·” A”@� ÈÀ
�
@  ·” A”@� È  Æí �  ·” …⇣Ø

�
@ PAÓ  DÀ @  ·” ÄÒ⇣Ø A  J™”  ‡Aø @  X @� Q  k

�
@ Èk.  ˙Œ´ ΩÀ  X

ZA“ÇÀ@ °É °  k ˙Œ´ Å“ ⌘ÇÀ@ Z  Qk. ©  í � ’Á⌘' PAÓ  DÀ @ ÄÒ⇣Ø  ≠í �  ·” AÓD⌦⇣Æ   K A  K A�
 Ø ËQ  k

�
@

Y™�K. PY⇣ÆK. È✏ J“K. ¯Q÷œ @ A  JªQk PAÓ  DÀ @ Q  k
�
@  ·” ÄÒ⇣ÆÀ@ ⇣I KAø  ‡@� Ω   ÆÀ @ PX  ̈ C  g ˙Œ´

95 . ©ÀA¢À@ ÒÍ  Ø Y J. À @ ⇣á  Ø
�
@ ˙  Ø @ A‘  Ø ZA“ÇÀ@ °É °  k  ·” Å“ ⌘ÇÀ@

Z @  Qk.
�
@  ·” ¯Q÷œ @ ˙Œ´ ’Œ™  K ’Á⌘' ⇣á  Ø

�
B@ ˙Œ´ Å“ ⌘ÇÀ@ Z  Qk. ©  í � , ⇣HA´AÇÀ@ ⇣È  ØQ™” [10]

©¢⇣Ø A”  Y  g
�
A  K ⇣á  Ø

�
B@ °  k ˘¢™÷œ @ ©ÀA¢À@ ˙  Ø @ÒK⌦ ˙ ⇣Êk Å“ ⌘ÇÀ@ Z  Qk. A  KPX

�
@ ⇣ËQj. mÃ'@

⇣ÈJ⌦  K A”  QÀ @ ⇣HA´AÇÀ@ ZA  í⇣Ø A  KXP
�
@  ‡A�

 Ø Ω   ÆÀ @  ·” P@X A” ÒÍ  Ø ⇣ËQj. mÃ'@ Z @  Qk.
�
@  ·” ¯Q÷œ @

ÒÍ  Ø  ‡Aø A‘  Ø 15 ˙Œ´ ËA  J“Ç⇣Ø ⇣ÈÀY⇣J™÷œ @ ⇣HA´AÇÀ@ A  KXP
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@  ‡@� AÓ�E @  Qk.

�
@ ˙Œ´ ËA  J“Ç⇣Ø

100 . ⇣ÈK. Ò ¢÷œ @ ⇣HA´AÇÀ@

˙  Ø @ A‘  Ø ⇣á  Ø
�
B@ [  †300] ÄÒ⇣Ø ˙Œ´ ©ÀA¢À@ Z  Qk. ©⇣Ø @  X @� , ⇣HÒJ⌦J. À @ ⇣È”A⇣Ø@�

⇣È  ØQ™” [11]
A”  Y  g

�
A  K ZA“ÇÀ@ °É °  k ˙Õ@� ©ÀA¢À@ Z  Qm.⇢'. ºQm⇢  ' ’Á⌘' QÂ⌘ÖA™À @ ÒÍ  Ø ZA“ÇÀ@ °É °  k

ΩÀ  X PY⇣ÆK. ¯Q÷œ @ º✏Qm⇢  ' ⇣á  Ø
�
B@ ÄÒ⇣Ø ˙Õ@� ©ÀA¢À@ XQ  K ’Á⌘' 3 ˙Œ´ È“Ç⇣Æ  J  Ø ¯Q÷œ @ ©¢⇣Ø

QÂ⌘Ñ´ ¯XAmÃ'@ ⇣I⌧⌦J. À @ ÒÍ  Ø ZA“ÇÀ@ °É °  k ˙  Ø@ A‘  Ø ZA“ÇÀ@ °É °  k  ·´ È  J“K. ⌘I ⌘JÀ @
105 ⇣I⌧⌦J. À @ ÒÍ  Ø ZA“ÇÀ@ °É °  k ˙  Ø@ A‘  Ø ⇣ÈÍm.Ã'@ Ω ⇣K ˙  Ø

◆
A  í�⌦

�
@ ⇣I⌧⌦J. À @ PY⇣ÆK. ºQm⇢  ' ’Á⌘'

°É °  k È  JJ⌦™K. ©ÀA¢À@ ˙  Ø @  ‡A�
 Ø ⇣ÈÍm.Ã'@ ˙  Ø

◆
A  í�⌦

�
@ PY⇣ÆÀ@ ΩÀ  YK. ºQm⇢  ' ’Á⌘' QÂ⌘Ñ´ ˙ GA⌘JÀ @

A  J  ¢  Æ⇣Jk@ 60  ·” ⇣I⌧⌦J. À @ ΩÀ  X A  JJ⌦ ⇣ÆÀ
�
@ ΩÀ  X A  JÀ l⇡ï @  XA�
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�
@ B@� ZA“ÇÀ@
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�
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�
@ ë⇣Æ J  K

A  KPX
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@ ZA“ÇÀ@ °É °  k ˙Œ´ ©ÀA¢À@ ⇣Èk. PX [301] A  J™  ì ˙ GA⌘JÀ @ A  KXP

�
@  ‡A  Ø ⇣È  Æ™  í÷œ @

115 ˙ GA⌘JÀ @ ⇣I⌧⌦J. À @ ÒÍ  Ø ZA“ÇÀ@ °É °  k ˙  Ø@ A‘  Ø ⇣È  Æ™  í÷œ @ …J⌦ À @ ⇣HA´AÉ Z@  Qk.
�
@ PY⇣ÆK. ¯Q÷œ @

Q�⌦  ¢  �  ·”A⌘JÀ @  ·�⌦⇣KQ” ⇣È  Æ™  í÷œ @ …J⌦ À @ ⇣HA´AÉ Z@  Qk.
�
@ PY⇣ÆK. ¯Q÷œ @ A  KPX

�
@ ⌘IÀA⌘JÀ @ A  KXP

�
@  ‡@�

A  KPX
�
@ ⇣á  Ø

�
B@ ˙Œ´ ©ÀA¢À@ A  J™  ì QÂ⌘Ñ´ ¯XAmÃ'@ A  KXP

�
@  ‡A�

 Ø ⌘IÀA⌘JÀ @ Q�⌦  ¢  � ©ÉA⇣JÀ @ ˙  GA⌘JÀ @
QÂ⌘Ñ´ ˙  GA⌘JÀ @ A  KXP

�
@  ‡@� QÂ⌘Ñ´ ¯XAmÃ'@ ÒÍ  Ø ZA“ÇÀ@ °É °  k ˙  Ø@ A‘  Ø Z @  Qk.

�
@ PY⇣Æ.K. ¯Q÷œ @

ÄXAÇÀ@ QÂ⌘Ñ´ ¯XAmÃ'@ Q�⌦  ¢  � Å”A mÃ'@  ·�⌦⇣KQ” PAÓ  DÀ @ ⇣HA´AÉ Z@  Qk.
�
@ PY⇣ÆK. ¯Q÷œ @ A  KPX

�
@

120 . È<À @ Z A ⌘É  ‡@� QÂ⌘Ñ´ ˙ GA⌘JÀ @ Q�⌦  ¢  �

 ·” ΩÀ  X ⇣È  ØQ™” A”@�  ‡Aø AÓ  E @� ,
⇣È”Ò ™”  Qª @Q÷œ @ Z @  Qk.

�
@ ⇣I KAø @  X @� ©ÀA¢À@ ⇣È  ØQ™” ˙  Ø [13]

…“™À@ ˙⇣ØAK. ’Á⌘' ⌘IÀA⌘JÀ @  QªQ” ÒÍ  Ø …J. ⇣Ø  ·” ⇣È  ØQ™” A”@� È⇣JJ. ⌘⌧  K Y⇣Æ  Ø ©K. @QÀ @ QÂ⌘ÖA™À @ …J. ⇣Ø
˙Õ@� È K⌦Òm⇢

⇣' Y™K. ÈJ⌦ ´ A  KX  P –Ò ™÷œ @ ÒÎ QÂ⌘Ñ´ ˙ GA⌘JÀ @  QªQ”  ‡Aø  ‡@� A  J  Æì A” ˙Œ´
 ‡Aø  ‡@� –Y⇣Æ⇣K A” ˙Œ´ …“™À@ ˙⇣ØAK.  ˙  GA⌘JÀ @  QªQ” ÒÍ  Ø  © K. A‘  Ø ËA  JÉÒ⇣Ø ’Á⌘' Ä ©ÀA¢÷œ @
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Translation 

[296r] Treatise on the use of the southern horizons plate.

[296v] In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate. [I ask] your forgiveness, 
my Lord. 

How to use the horizons plate for the south. In it are [several] chapters. 

[1] The first [chapter]. On constructing the argument of the declination and knowing its 
direction. Take [the arc] from the beginning of Aries to the degree of which you wish 
to know the declination. If it is of a degree up to 90, then it is the argument, and it is 
northern, rising. If it is greater than 90, up to 180, then subtract it from 180: what re-
mains is the argument and it is northern, sinking. If it is greater than 180, up to 270, 
then subtract 180 from it: what remains is the argument and it is southern, sinking. If 
it is greater than 270, up to 360, subtract [it] from 360: what remains is the argument 
and it is southern, rising. 

Another way. If you wish, subtract the degree of which you want the declination from 
the nearer to it of the two equinoxes: what remains is the argument. So, if the Sun is 
in the northern signs, then the declination is northern; and if it is in the southern signs, 
it is southern. 

[2] On the construction of the declination. We place the pointer of the alidade on [297r] 
the equivalent of the number of the argument from the sine-quadrant divided [into] 90 
[degrees]. So whatever the alidade cuts from the arc of the declination: that is the 
declination of that degree. If the declination is not [on] a drawn arc, we place the ali-
dade on the midday line. Then we produce towards it on a drawn or imagined line of 
declination the number of the argument of the declination in the divided arc. When the 
alidade is thrown,5 we make there a mark. Then we move the alidade on the declina-
tion of the number of the extremity of the declination and we see that mark and what 
it reaches from the straight lines drawn or imagined. We return with it towards the arc. 
So whatever we meet there of degrees, in that [amount] is the declination. 

Another way. We put the degree of the Sun on those signs on one of the two intersect-
ing lines in the horizons plate and we see what it reaches from the divisions of the 
declination, which is drawn between the circles of Cancer and Aries or [between the 
circles of] Aries and Capricorn. So what the degree of the Sun fits from those divi-
sions: it is the declination. The beginning of the numbering is from the circle of Aries 

5. ulqiyat. If lqyt is to be read, perhaps “When it meets the alidade”.
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and Libra. If the degree of the Sun falls on the divisions which are between the circles 
of Aries and Cancer, the declination is northern; and if it falls on the divisions that are 
between the circles of Aries and Capricorn, then the declination is southern. 

[3] Knowing the maximum altitude of the Sun. If the declination is southern, we add it 
[297v] to the latitude of the region in which we are calculating. If it is northern, we 
subtract it from it. What results after adding or subtracting we subtract from 90: what 
remains is the maximum altitude of the Sun in the meridian circle. If the declination 
of the Sun is on that day equal to the latitude of our region, the Sun goes through our 
zenith in that day and its maximum altitude is 90. If the declination is greater than the 
latitude of the region on that day, we subtract the latitude of the region from the dec-
lination, and what remains we subtract from 90: what remains is the maximum alti-
tude of the Sun on that day in the meridian circle. 

Another way. We subtract the latitude of the region from 90, and what remains is the 
altitude of the beginning of Aries. If the declination is northern, we add it to the alti-
tude of the beginning of Aries. If it is southern, we subtract it from it: what it is is the 
maximum altitude on that day. If it is northern, it is greater than 90. We subtract it 
from 180. What remains is the maximum altitude on that day, on the northern side of 
the zenith – this is only in the regions whose latitudes are less than the whole of the 
total declination. 

[4] Knowing the declination from the maximum altitude. One of the two arcs is subtracted 
from the maximum altitude, and the altitude of the beginning of Aries in our region 
from the greater of the two: what remains is the declination of the Sun on that day. If 
the arc [298r] of the altitude is greater, the declination is in the direction of north; and 
if it is smaller, it remains in the direction of south. If it is [equal to it], then the Sun is 
on the equator-circle.

[5] Knowing the position of the Sun from the maximum altitude and the declination. When 
the declination is known, we take its equal from the declination circle and we make a 
mark. Then we place the edge of the alidade on that mark and see what corresponds to 
the pointer from the numbering of the arc of altitude: what it is, is the argument of the 
declination. If the Sun is rising in the north, we add the argument to the beginning of 
Aries; if it is sinking in the north, then to the beginning of Cancer. If it is sinking in the 
south, then to the beginning of Libra; or [if it is] rising in the south, then to the begin-
ning of Capricorn. What results is the position of the Sun. 

If the declination is not known, but the maximum altitude is known, we determine the 
declination from the maximum altitude as before. Then we determine the position of 
the Sun from the declination, God willing. 
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If there is no circle drawn for the declination, we place the alidade on the maximum 
declination and we proceed in a straight line from the equal of the declination to the 
alidade and make a mark on it. Then we raise [...]6 to the meridian line and return in a 
straight line from the mark to the arc: what we find is the argument of the declination. 

[298v] [6] Knowing the latitude of the region from the position of the Sun when it is known. 
When the position of the Sun is known, the declination is known, as we have described. 
Then we observe the Sun until it reaches the meridian circle. We take its altitude at that 
moment: it is its maximum altitude on that day. If it is in the northern half, we subtract 
its declination from its maximum altitude; and if it is in the southern half, we add its 
declination to its maximum altitude. What results after that we subtract from 90; what 
remains is the latitude of the region. 

If the Sun is in the northern half of the zodiac, its declination is not greater than its 
maximum altitude in either of the two northern quadrants. So that is in the southern 
half of the Earth. If the qawl7 has no arc, we put the pointer of the alidade on the num-
ber of the maximum declination in the arc. Then we proceed from the equal of the 
number of the declination of the Sun on that day in a straight line towards the alidade. 
Where we arrive we make a mark. Then we raise the alidade until we put it on the 
meridian line. Then we return from that mark in a straight line towards the arc. Where 
we arrive, in the equal of that number is the argument of the declination and it is pro-
ceeded with it as we have described. 

[299r] [7] On determining the seasonal hours. First we determine the maximum alti-
tude of our day. We put the pointer of the alidade on it. We proceed in a straight line 
from the corresponding number of the measured altitude on the two arcs, moving 
towards the alidade. Where we end up on it we make a mark. Then we raise it until 
we place it on the meridian line. Then we return and go back from the mark in a 
straight line towards the arc. What we reach on it, that number is called the modified 
altitude [al-irtifā‘ al-mu‘addal]. We keep it. Every 15 [degrees] of it we make a 
seasonal hour and what does not complete 15 we multiply by 4: that is minutes of 
hours. What you obtain of hours and their fractions, that is the seasonal hours of the 
day [al-nahār] that have passed, if the arc is before midday; or the rest of it, if it is 
after midday – God willing. 

6. Object not mentioned in the text; obviously intended: the alidade. Cf. a similar phrase in 
Chapter 7.

7. al-qawl literally means “word”, which makes no sense in the context. We do not know which 
word has here been mistranscribed in this way.
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[8] On [knowing] the altitude from the seasonal hours. When we are given seasonal hours 
of the day [al-nahār] that have passed or remaining ones of it and we want to know 
what is the altitude of those hours if those hours are fewer than six, we [...].8 If they 
are more than six, we subtract them from 12 and operate with what remains, i.e. we 
multiply the complete hours by 15 and the minutes with them we divide by [299v] 4. 
We add that up and make it an arc [...]9 and at its end we make a mark. Then we put 
the alidade on the meridian line and proceed in a straight line from that mark towards 
the alidade. Where that ends we make a mark. Then we [...]10 the alidade until we 
place its pointer on the equal of the maximum altitude of the day. Wherever that mark 
falls on the straight lines, with that [value] we proceed towards the arc. Where we arrive 
on it, on the equal of that number is the altitude of the Sun at that time.11 Then we rotate 
the rete according to the rotation of the sphere until its opposite reaches the degree of the 
Sun at the horizon from which we began our motion. The degrees of the rim that the 
pointer has traversed is the arc of the day. When we divide it by 12, the result of the 
division is degrees of hours from the seasonal hours of that day. 

Construction of the circles in another way. That is that we multiply the modified alti-
tude by half the arc of the day and divide the result by 90. What results is what has 
rotated of the sphere – God Almighty willing. 

[9] Knowing the ascendant. When we know the rotation of the [celestial] sphere, we put 
the degree of the Sun on the horizon of the location. Then we move the pointer in the 
amount of what we have of the number of the rotation: what reaches the horizon 
[300r] of the east is the ascendant. If the rotation of the [celestial] sphere is the remain-
der of the day and we want from this to know the ascendant, we put the opposite de-
gree of the Sun on the horizon of the east. Then we move the pointer contrary to the 
rotation of the [celestial] sphere in the quantity of the number of that arc: what reach-
es the eastern horizon of degrees of the zodiac is the ascendant. That can be done in 
another way. When we have an arc of the day smaller than its half, either from its 
beginning or from its end, we subtract it from half the arc of day. Then we put the 
degree of the Sun on the meridian line contrary to the rotation of the sphere. If the arc 
is from the end of the day, we move the pointer —with His grace— in the quantity of 
the distance of the Sun from the meridian line. What reaches the horizon of the region 
is the ascendant. 

  8. The manuscript has: ‘alimnā bihā, perhaps an error for ‘amilnā bihā, as in the following 
sentence.

  9. The following four words of the text cannot be understood in the context here.
10. The meaning of the following verb, n-ḥ-ṭ, remains obscure.
11. After this the manuscript adds the word ‘alāma, “mark”, which is meaningless in this place.
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[10] Knowing the hours. We place the degree of the Sun on the horizon. Then we mark on 
the pointer [the reading] from the degrees of the rim and rotate the degree of the Sun 
until the given ascendant reaches the line of the horizon. We take what the pointer has 
passed over of the degrees of the rim: it is what has rotated of the [celestial] sphere. If 
we want the termination of the seasonal hours, we divide it by its [their?] degrees; and 
if we want the even hours, we divide it by 15: what it is is the hours sought. 

[11] Knowing [how] to establish the houses When the degree of the ascendant falls on the 
arc [300v] of the horizon, what reaches the meridian line is the tenth [house]. Then we 
move the degree of the ascendant to the meridian line and we take what the pointer 
cuts off; we divide it by 3. Then we put back the ascendant onto the arc of the hori-
zon and we move the pointer in the quantity of that third – with His grace – [away] 
from the meridian line. What reaches the meridian line is the eleventh house. Then 
we move in the quantity of the house again and in that direction: what reaches the 
meridian line is the twelfth house. Then we move by that quantity again and in that 
[same] direction. If the same ascendant reaches the meridian line – and if not, we 
repeat the operation and when that turns out for us correctly –, we subtract that house 
from 60 and we keep the remainder. We move the pointer in its quantity: what reach-
es the meridian line is the third house. The remaining houses are the opposites of 
these houses. 

[12] On knowing any house we want after knowing the degree of the ascendant. We put 
the ascendant on the horizon and we make a mark on the pointer. Then we move the 
ascendant until it reaches the meridian line: what the pointer passes over we divide 
into 3 divisions. We keep one of them and we call it “double degrees of the hours of 
daylight”. Then we subtract the double degrees of the hours of daylight from 60 and 
we call the remainder the “double degrees of the hours of night”. If we want the 
second [division], we place [301r] the degree of the ascendant on the meridian line. 
We turn the pointer in the quantity of the double degrees of the hours of night: what 
reaches the meridian line is the second house. If we want the third [division], we 
rotate the pointer in the quantity of the double degrees of the hours of night twice. 
The eighth [sc. house] is the opposite of the second and the ninth is the opposite of 
the third [house]. If we want the eleventh [house], we place the ascendant on the 
horizon and rotate the pointer in the quantity of degrees [?]:12 what reaches the me-
ridian line is the eleventh. If we want the twelfth, we rotate the pointer in the quan-
tity of the degrees of the hours of daylight twice. The fifth is the opposite of the 
eleventh and the sixth is the opposite of the twelfth, God willing. 

12. It seems that here something has been omitted in the MS after ajzā’.
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[13] On knowing the ascendant when the degrees of the centres are known. That is either 
to know that from the tenth and the fourth – we will establish that [?], or to know [it] 
from [...],13 that is the centre of the third. The rest of the operation is as we have de-
scribed. If the known [thing] is the centre of the twelfth, we add to it, after transform-
ing it into ascension [al-maṭāli‘], 60; then we make it an arc: what results is the 
centre of the second. The rest of the operation is as before. If the known centre is 
[...],14 namely the second and the third, we apply the contrary: that is that we trans-
form the centre into right ascension [maṭāli‘ al-mustaqīm]; if it is the second [301v], 
we subtract from it 60; what remains we make an arc: it is the centre of the twelfth. 
If it is the third, we subtract from it 120; what remains we make an arc: it is the cen-
tre of the eleventh. Then we complete the operation as we have described. If the known 
[centre] is the fifth or the sixth, we transform them [naqalnāhumā] into the eleventh 
and the twelfth. Then we complete the operation as we have explained. If it is the 
eighth or ninth, we transform them into the second and the third, and we complete 
the operation as before. 

[14] The nocturnal operations on the distance15 of a star from the equator. The stars whose 
distance to the south is greater than the total declination [i.e. ε] do not exist on the 
northern astrolabes. As for the other fixed stars that are represented on the astrolabes, 
we look out: if the pointer of a star16 rotates between the courses of Aries and Cancer 
or the courses of Aries and Capricorn, we put the pointer of the star on the meridian 
line and count from the equator circle to the pointer of the star in the 24 divided degrees 
the argument between the two courses. We begin the counting at the course of Aries. 
What results is the distance of the star from the equator. If the pointer is within the 
course of Aries, the distance is northern; [302r] if it is outside, the distance is southern. 
If the star rotates directly on the course of Aries, it has no distance. If the pointer of the 
star falls within the course of Cancer towards the pole, one has to collect its distance 
from the equator from the table of distances, there it is found in its place. 

[15] On knowing the degree of a star in longitude in the zodiac, that is, its distance from 
Aries. Put the pointer of the star on the meridian line and see what of the degrees of 
the signs reaches the meridian line. What it is is the degree on which the star stands 
in the zodiac. 

13. Obviously the definition after “from” (min qibal) has been omitted in the manuscript.
14. Here again obviously something has been omitted in the manuscript.
15. The manuscript has a lacuna here. Obviously, the word bu‘d, “distance”, has been omitted.
16. shaṭbat al-kawkab; in Spanish-Arabic texts on (universal) astrolabes shaṭba means each of 

the two pointed ends of the alidade or the two sighting-plates near the ends of the alidade. In the 
present text it seems to mean the pointed end of the star-pointers in the rete.
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[16] On knowing the latitude of a star and its direction. When the course of the star whose 
latitude we want to know is between the courses of Cancer and Capricorn, we put the 
pointer of the star on the meridian line and we see how much of the degrees that are 
divided into 24 portions among the courses is between the head of the pointer and the 
degree of the zodiac in which the star is. What it is is the latitude of the star. If the star 
is inside the zodiac, the latitude is northern; and if the star is outside it, the latitude is 
southern. But if the star is inside the course of Cancer, we take its latitude from the 
table of distances. 

[302v] [17] Knowing the maximum altitude of a star. We add the distance of the star from 
the equator to the altitude of the beginning of Aries in our place, if the distance is 
northern, and we subtract it from it, if it is southern. What results from that is the 
maximum altitude of the star. 

[18] Knowing the distance of a star from the equator from the latitude. We take the lati-
tude of the star and mark its direction and keep it. Then we take the declination 
[mayl] of the degree of the star and mark its direction also. Then we see: if they are 
in the same direction, we add them; what it is is the distance of the star. If they are 
different, we subtract the smaller from the greater: what remains is the distance re-
lated to the direction of the greater. 

[19] On knowing the latitude of a star from the known maximum altitude. Subtract the 
smaller of the two arcs from the greater of them, from its maximum altitude and the 
maximum altitude of its degree. The difference between the two is the latitude of 
the star. If the altitude of the star is greater than the maximum altitude of its degree, the 
latitude is northern; and if the maximum altitude of its degree is greater, the latitude 
is southern. 

[20] Knowing the arc of day of a given star. We put the pointer of the star on the horizon 
and make a mark on the murī (pointer) in the rim (ḥujra). Then we turn the rete until 
we place the star on the meridian line. What the murī has passed over of degrees is 
the arc of half [303r] the day of the star. When we double it, the arc is complete; and 
when we divide it by 6, the result of the division is the degrees of the hours of the 
day of the star. 

[21] On knowing the ascendant from the altitude of a star. We construct the maximum 
altitude of the star as we have said and we construct the seasonal hours with its 
maximum altitude from the sine as before when operating with the Sun. Then we 
transform these hours into a rotation and we see: if the altitude of the measurement 
is westerly, we subtract the rotation from the arc of day of the star; and if it is east-
erly, we do not change it. We put the star on the horizon and make a mark on the 
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murī. We turn the rete in the amount of the rotation that has assembled for us since 
the rising of the star. What reaches the eastern horizon of degrees of the zodiac is the 
ascendant of that altitude, God willing. 

Praise to God for His bounty. God is our support, the best defender, the best lord and 
the best helper.
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